GO N E F I S H I N G
THE FISHERMAN
by Jean-Baptiste-Camille Corot

This is a painting by a French man called
Jean-Baptiste-Camille Corot, who as well as
having an exceptionally long first name, was
famous for painting beautiful landscapes.
This was painted in a place in France called
Ville d'Avray. Can you see any people in the
picture? What are they doing? What time of
year do you think it was? How does the picture
make you feel?

MAKE AN OVERLAND/UNDER WATER FISHING WORLD

Details of how to make this are over the page. We've tried to use materials that you will already
have at home. Feel free to add anything you'd like- maybe you could give the scene some
details from Corot's painting.

draw/paint on box
shoe box
cocktail stick
card cut out
thread

card cut outs

THINGS YOU WILL NEED:
. shoe box
. card
. thread

inspired by The Fisherman by Jean-Baptiste-Camille Corot
. glue
. sellotape
. markers

. cocktail stick
. blue paper/paint
. scissors

MAKING THE SCENE:
1.

Measure the width & depth

width

2.

Make these calculations:
width

depth

X 2 + 8cm =

depth
X

4.

Cut it out

5.

2=

Fold it in half

3.

Measure on piece of card

A

A
B
6.

Cut 4cm down the centre seams
4cm

7.

Fold over the cut parts

8.

Glue the middle

9.

B

4cm

Now it should look like this...

glue

10.

Cut a hole slightly to the right

11.

Attach it to the box by sticking the tabs to the side of the box
using glue or sellotape
glue

CLOSE UP
Ta dah! now you have made your scene
2.

MAKE THE FISHING BEAR & SEAWEED:
Use a small piece
of card

1.

2.

Fold it in half

3.

Cut 4cm down
ONE seam

4.

Fold out the
cut parts

5.

Glue the middle

glue

4cm

6.

Now you have a stand

MAKE THE FISH:
1. Use a small piece
of card

7.

2.

Draw on your fishing
bear and/or seaweed

Fold it in half &
draw your fish

8.

Cut round the drawing but remember
not to cut the stand

3.

Cut out the 2 fish and sellotape thread
on the INSIDE and glue them together

THEN colour them in

MAKE THE FISHING ROD:
1.

Attach a piece of thread
to a cocktail stick

2.

Sellotape a fish to the end
of your line as above

3.

Attach the cocktail stick to your
fishing bear with sellotape/glue
Thread your
fish through
the hole

REMEMBER FISH CAN BE MADE IN ALL SHAPES & SIZES:

3.

Now add your bear and fish to your scene!

Gone Fishing by artist Rebecca Shelford as part of our Kids Club @ Home series. For more art ideas please see
www.hughlane.ie/education, Hugh Lane Gallery, Charlemont House, Parnell Square North, Dublin 1.

